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SECTION A:  READING AND VIEWING  
  

QUESTION 1:  COMPREHENSION   
  

Do not penalise learners for spelling and grammar in SECTION A.  
  

1. A  the Fox and the Crow. (1) 

2. B foot of the tree. (1) 

3.  Master Reynard and Mistress Crow/ The fox and the crow. (2) 

4.  He wanted the cheese in the crow’s beak. (1) 

5. Do not trust flatterers. / Do not trust all the compliments; people may lie. 
Any relevant (answer). 

(2) 

6. “Queen of Birds.” (1) 

7. No √ Because she can only give a caw. [A tick for No, a tick for reason. 
No mark for a No without a reason.] (2) 

  [10] 

QUESTION 2:  ADVERTISEMENT  

1. The pamphlet is advertising (the) books. (1) 

2. The title of the series of books is The African Books Series. (1) 

3. (a)The Lion King. (b) Owen and the Tortoise. (c) Jabu and the lion. 
[Allocate a mark for any TWO correct answers]. (2) 

4. The publisher of the books is DRUMBEAT PUBLISHERS. (1) 
  [5] 

QUESTION 3:  POEM 
 

 

1. D 16 (1) 

2. fears √ and tears √ (2) 

3 Queens and kings (2) 

4. Age of forty. (1) 

5. (a) I’ll have been on every TV show. √ (b) The world will know my name. √ (2) 

6. That you must focus on your school work, never give up. It doesn’t matter 
how many attempts you have made. [Any relevant answer]  (2) 

  [10] 

   

TOTAL SECTION A: 25 
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SECTION B:  LANGUAGE STUCTURE AND CONVENTIONS  
  

1. Glossy √ (1) 

   

2. That is √ all I want. √ (2) 

   

3. Flatterers are people saying something in order to gain. / saying 
something to make it better than it is. √√ [Learners’ answers may differ 
according to their understanding.  Mark any relevant answer].  (2) 

   

4. The fox used his words wisely to cheat the crow. √ (1) 

   

5. The crow settled on a branch of a tree. √√ (2) 

   

6. She opened her mouth and the piece of cheese fell. √ (1) 

   

7. The fox is a cunning animal. √ (1) 

   

8. He √ asked her to sing. √ (2) 

   

9. The fox asked the crow to sing so that √ he √ can get the cheese. (2) 

   

10. (a)  The poet tries to add, √ subtract, √ divide and not look like a fool. (2) 

   

 (b)  You can also read Jabu √ and the lion. (1) 

   

11. The world won’t know my name. / The world will not know my name. (2) 

   

12. The crow sat on √ the branch of the tree. (1) 

   

13. These √ books are beautifully illustrated. (1) 

   

14. Television √ (1) 

   

15. Can √ I buy the books by mail order? (1) 

   

16. Will you feel the drumbeat of Africa? √√ (2) 

   

17. I am √ working √ my way to the top. (2) 

   

18 The books have √ notes for teachers. (1) 

   

19. The African Book Series are the best √ books to use. (1) 

   

20. I’ll have grown to be so weak. √ (1) 

   

 TOTAL SECTION B (30/2): 15 

 GRAND TOTAL: 40 
 

 


